Developing an intelligent tutoring system for robotic-assisted surgery instruction.
Robotic-assisted laparoscopic surgery (RALS) is an operative innovation that has sparked global interest. Over the last decade, RALS cases have rapidly increased with over 750 000 robotic procedures completed in 2017. Until recently, Intuitive's da Vinci surgical system has been the only Food and Drug Administration (FDA)-approved robotic-assisted surgical device for human procedures. Robotic procedures with the da Vinci require a specific, dedicated training due to the introduction of the technological components and psychomotor skills needed to successfully utilize this system. When a surgeon becomes interested in learning robotics, there are limited avenues for training. Surgeons typically receive instruction on the necessary psychomotor and Operation Room (OR) communication skills in isolation from the cognitive and perceptual skills and may only perform these skills in an integrated manner during a 1- or 2-day course. This paper discusses the development of a computer-based intelligent tutoring system (ITS) to train the cognitive and procedural skills needed to complete basic robotic suturing to novice robotic surgeons. The system was developed using the generalized intelligent framework for tutoring framework of tools. This information was captured as video, instruction sets, and flowcharts, which were reviewed for accuracy by surgeons and then encoded into an ITS using the generalized intelligent framework for tutoring tools. The purpose of this paper was threefold-(a) explain the process used to obtain the critical data behind a basic robotic task, (b) develop an entry-level ITS to train the cognitive process and procedural steps behind multiple fundamental robotic surgery skills, and (c) provide future novice ITS developers lessons learned and future recommendations beyond the initial ITS prototype.